Haglöf Sweden® Field Gear
Cruising Vest

Keep instruments and tools in the right place
with Haglöf Sweden’s Cruising Vest. Available in
two different colors and sizes from M - XXL and
many pockets to keep all instruments and gear
that you need in place.
Breathable all-season nylon mesh material in beige or
orange color. Outside pockets, inner pockets, front
pockets, button front closure and pocket with roll flagging
dispenser. Sizes M-XXL.
Art. no. 17-104-1001, please specify size/color on order.

Cruising Belt
The Cruising Belt is helpful when you need to keep instruments handy and
accessible. The belt can be equipped with different holders and holsters to
carry your caliper, thread meter and other instruments.
The user can custom adjust the different holsters and the attachment points according
to most frequently used.
CRUISING BELT AND ACCESSORIES
17-103-1001

Cruising Belt with holder for caliper

17-103-1002

Accessory bag for Cruising Belt

17-103-1003

Clips for Cruising Belt

17-103-1004

Attachment point for Cruising Belt

17-103-1005

Flip-up holder for selected brands handheld computer.
Specify brand/model of handheld for availability

17-103-1006

Shoulder attachment point with holder for Cruising Belt

17-103-1007

Carrying harness for Cruising Belt

17-103-1010

Holder for spray container for Cruising Belt

17-103-1011

Runner for Cruising Belt

Brush Axe

Soil Sampler

Useful for all types of outdoor
work as trail blazing, pruning,
and brush clearing. Exchangeable

Haglöf Sweden soil samplers made
from solid steel in two lengths for
quick sampling of soil.

blades available in boxes of 10.
Art. no. 16-101-1001.

7 dm sampler length, Art. no. 16-102-1006.
9 dm sampler length. Art. no. 16-102-1005.

Factor Gauge
The Factor Gauge has transparent plastic with bevelled edges for optimal
sighting and visibility. Practical grip for index finger and thumb eases use. Beaded chain
extending to 60cm/24”. Supports factors: 0.5, 1, 2, 4 or 5,10,20,40 (English) with 2 factor
columns per side. Specify model (Metric or English) on order. Art. no. 15-102-1005.
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Haglöf Sweden® Field Gear
The Borer Starter
Foldable borer starter, useful for easier drilling into the
tree and to obtain better quality cores, also in frozen
wood and hardwood. Using the borer starter can
prolong the lifetime of your borer bit by reducing the
pressure on the bit. Art. no. 10-500-1005.

Coretax
Sharpening Kit
Sharpening Kit with sharpening stone, whetstone,
beeswax, oil and/or sand. The wax is used to protect the
tip and for lubrication. Instructions on how to use are
included to each kit. Contents in sharpening kit may
vary. Art. no. 10-500-1006.

Increment
Hammer
Small and convenient tool to measure last
years’s growth in trees. Swedish steel,
plastic handle. Art. no. 10-302-1001.

Bark Gauge
Small and convenient tool to measure bark
thickness. Millimeter or inch graduation.
Bark Gauge Art. no. 10-301-1003.

Increment Borer
Holster
Leather belt holsters available in three lengths keep your
increment borer assembled and out of the way while
you move in the forest. Specify length for 200mm/8”,
300mm/12” or 400mm/16” borer. Art. no. 10-500-1002.
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